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40" Crommelins Diesel Concrete
Troweller
Subaru powered, Assembled and Tested in Australia.

Model Number

CPT40RD

Weight (kg)

93kg

Engine Make

Subaru

Engine

4.8hp DY23

Fuel Type

Diesel

Fuel Tank

3.2L

db @ 7m

74db

Manufacturers Warranty

2 years

Engine Warranty

3 years

Trowel Size

40" (1015mm)

40" Crommelins Diesel Power Trowel

The 40" (1015mm) Crommelins Diesel Power Trowel
is perfect for medium sized jobs and can be used for
mining applications where petrol is unsuited. This
machine will allow for quick concrete finishing before
it goes off.
This Troweller comes with many accessories and
features, has a heavy duty lifting hook and
Crommelins also offer the 2yr manufacturers
warranty and 3yr Subaru engine warranty.
Mine specifiaction options are available which can
include Electric start, Central lifting hooks and most
customisations that is required for your minesite.
Features

Options

Assembled and Tested in Australia
First time offered – Handy holder for mobile phone / water bottle / accessories
Gut bar with ergonomic handles offers easily adjustable control
Engine safety stop switch located at the top of the shaft
One piece extra long shaft calculated to provide balanced trowel control with fully
adjustable handle for operator height compatibility
Low profile heavy duty lifting bar
Long life gear box developed exclusively and features cooling fins (works like an
air cooled engine) and heavy duty gears, worm drive and bearings
Operator has the ability to increase the trowelling weight in increments of 5kg,
maintaining balance and providing the desired finish even as the concrete dries
Advanced blade drive design provides long life, maintains accuracy and is easy to
clean
Accepts Australian interchangeable blades
Solidly constructed blade guard protects the operator when trowel is in use
Blade access gate allows ample room for easy blade changes and cleaning
2yr Power Trowel warranty
3yr Subaru Diesel engine warranty

www.crommelins.com.au
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